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THE IMPORTANCE OF PRONUNCIATION 
IN A CANADIAN DICTIONARY 

1\"alter S. A.118, R oyal Jli l itary Collcgc 

In th e Euglish-sp1' aking wurld the dictional"y enjoys e11ormous prestige 
as the arbiter of good taste in language. ln North America, moreover , 
the dictionary is more reverently esteemed than in the Old Country, for 
among the educa ted of the ~ ew Vv orld divided usage is widespread, 
especially with r egard to pronunciation. This situatiou , which refiects 
the absence of a generall:· aeknowledged standard dialeet , is typical 
of countries which begau as eolonies. Th e mixing of varions English 
dialects, on the one hand, and of non-English speech traits, on the other , 
makes for considerable diwrsity of usage. Furthermore, the Euglish 
transferred to :\ orth Arneriea bas undergone linguistic change along 
lines somewhat different from those followed by the rnother tangue. As 
a consequence, a body of speech habits peculiar to ~orth Americans 
bas evolved, mutuall:v intelligible but differing in many rrspects from 
the educated speeeh of England. ::\ loreover , in the absenee of a generally 
acknowledged standard dialeet , usage among the educated varies some
what from r egion to r eg ion within the United States aud Canada, as 
well as from one <:onntr:v to th e other. 

'l'he fact is that for several r easons, the most signifüa11t being the 
str ess system and the spellin g system. English lends itself to diversity in 
p ronunciation , especiall~- in borrm,·ed words of more than one syllable. 
Since str ess in English rnay fa ll on any syllable, depending on the wor d 
in question, and since th e vowels in unstressed are normally neutralized, 
that is, centred to / d/ or / i/ . the problem of mastering the pronunciation 
of polysyllabic words is formidable. As for spelling, written forms often 
r epresent the spoken la11 guage of five eenturies ago, sinee spelling reform 
has failed to keep up with subsequen t changes in pronuncia1ion. As a 
result, the symbols used in the written language do not have a uniform 
value with respect to the sonnds of speech ( knight, write, to ugh, dough, 
etc.), t h us making the system of orthography difficult to master. Further
more, the discrepancy between the spoken and the writteu word gives rise 
to numerous " spelling pronnuciations," such as j'aft;m/ bPside j'af;m/ 
for often, thus incr easing the number of variants. 

Variant prommciations oft en corne into being through the operation 
of analogy, the process of dassifying the unfamiliar aceording to well
established speech pattern,;. 'l'hus a persan encountering rnachina,t,ion 
for the first time woulcl pruba bly giYe ch the value it has in the familiar 
and r elated nwchine and use a stress pattern familiar in generation; the 
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result would be /,1mes;) 1 nes~m/ , a pronunciation in widespread use along
side the dictionary-recommended /

1
mcek;) 1nes;)nj. Again, a reader meeting 

pejorative for the first time might associate the new form with the fami
liar majority, pronouncing it / pi'j;)r;)tivj. When he hears someone else 
say j'pij;)'retiv/ , he may consult a dictionary, thus learning that both are 
d eemed acceptable and that there are other variants in good use. For 
reasons such as these the mastery of litera te English is far from easy; 
for the same r easons a reliable dictionary is indispensable to the literate 
English-speaker. 

W e of the New World have inherited diYersity; but, like those of 
the Old, we are heirs to a deep-seated r everence for '' correctness,'' a 
legacy from the Age of Reason and the Age of Convention which followed 
it. Correct use of the forms of speech and ·writing constitutes one of the 
most generally acknowledged marks of social acceptability. '' Beware the 
shibboleth,'' the teacher says, '' for it is by a man's speech that we know 
him. ' ' For this r eason, then, the fashions of usage must be reckoned 
with, even in North America, where the social st ructure is more fluid than 
in older speech communities. J\fastery of good English is a prerequisite 
to success in our world; acceptable pronunciation is the mark of an ed
ucated man. W e acknowledge this principle, whether or not we are success
ful in applying it, by making instruction iu the proper use of language 
a n important fuuction in our institutions of learning, from Grade One 
to Degree One and beyond. Consequently, the dictionary is among the 
most valued and valuable of books: it guides us to the forms of language 
that are acceptable in our community. 

Fashions of language are set by the educated, cultured members of 
a speech commuuity; and, for the most part, it is the usage of this seg
ment of society that is r ecorded in general dictionaries. In Great Britain 
the Ox ford dictionaries (among others ) claim to r eflect cultivated British 
pronunciation; in the United States W ebster's dictionaries (among other s) 
make the same claim for American usage. Because Britain and the United 
S tates are different speech communities, British dictionaries are more 
appropriate for Britishers than for Americans and Yice versa. Neither 
British uor American dictionaries, however , are appropriate for Canadians, 
for neither r eflects Canadian usage as such. Indeed, they do not claim 
to do so. 

At the present tüne, unfortunately, Cauadians are in the position 
of having to choose between British and American dictionaries, since the 
only ones available to them are compiled either in England or in the 
United States. The fact is that no dictionary r eflects Canadian usage in 
a satisfactory manner, although one or two small editions based on British 
or American models imply that they do so. Such hybrids, alas, do little 
to relieve the confusion and uncertainty t hat face Canadian dictionary 
users. 

'l'o say that British and American dictionaries do not reflect Cana
dian pronuuciation is to say that Canadian usage is neither British nor 
American, that there is something distinctive about the English spoken 
in this country. And so there is. People in both England and in the 
United States ·who are familiar with Canadians r ecognize this distinction; 
and they are usually able to cite traits of speech that distinguish us from 
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themselves. 'l'he Britisher may observe that we say schedttle, calf, tomato, 
secretary, and war in a way differ ent from bis ; and he might note that 
Canadians pronounce caught and cot with identical vowels, whereas he 
uses different vowels. The American, on the other hand , may observe 
that our manner of aying house, khaki, progress, been, and lever is not 
his; and he might point out that Canadians pronounce shone to rhyme 
with gone, whereas for him it rhymes with bone. As suggested by these 
few out of many possible examples, Canadian habits of pronunciation 
are neither British nor American, although they are in large measure a 
blend of both. 

As a whole, Canadian E nglish parallels British Euglish in some 
respects, American in others, and in still others is distinctively Canadian. 
The explanation of this mixed character lies in the settlement history 
of the country and in its subsequent development . From the beginning 
Yankees have been prominent among the settlers of most provinces and 
American influence has been continuous and extensive ever since. Cana
dians grow up learning from American textbooks, listening to American 
radio, TV, and movies, and r eading American periodicals and books. 
Moreover, hosts of Canadians are constantly crossing and r ecrossing the 
line, as immigrants, as students, as tourists, and as bargain hunters. On 
the other hand, Britain has also made an enormous and continuons con
tribution to the settlement of Canada; indeed, in r ecent years British 
immigrants have far outnumbered American, a fact which will surely 
have its effect on the future of Canadian Engli.sh. Furthermore, the 
prestige of British English has always exerted strong influ.ince on Cana
dian speech habits, especially among the educated. Finally, Canada has 
developed into an independent nation with its own political, social, and 
cultural institutions, all of which have made contributions distinctly 
Canadian to the language. In short, it should surprise no-one that there 
is much diversity in Canadian usage. 

Although other fonctions of a general dictionary are iuadequately 
performed by the available dictionaries - that is, providing trustworthy 
information about current words, meaning, and spellings - pronunciation. 
is here r eceiving attention. 'l'o provide r eliable information about Cana
dian pronunciation, the lexicographers will have to undertake an extensive 
country-wide survey. Such a survey would certainly r eveal that variant 
pronunciations for many words are in general use; it ·would also reveaL 
which of the variants enjoys preference. In many instances Canadian 
prefer ence would coïncide with American practice, in others British. In. 
still others pronunciations not r ecorded in either American or British 
dictionaries might prove to be current among educated Canadians. For· 
example, the great majority of Canadians at all social levels pronounce 
khaki as j'karki/, a variant r ecorded in none of the existing dictionaries, 
the American form being j'krekr/ , the British / ka :krj. Again, the pro
nunciation / vez/ is widespread for vase in Canada, as opposed to British 
/ vaz/ (also used by many Canadians) and American / ves/ (rarely heard. 
in Canada ) . 

If a Canadian consults a British dictionary, he will probably :find. 
that the preferred pronunciat ion offer ed for each of the following words. 
is unfamiliar : abdomen, acouslic, amate-nr, aunt, bomb, bought, capsttle,. 
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caught, clerk, conduit, dance, drarna, evolution, fertile, forehead, half, 
mulatto, nausea, patriotisrn, placate, prù·acy, profile, qiiestionnaire, 
secretary, solder, sqnirret, suit, syrup, walsh, water. On the other hand, 
the practice of most Canadians would differ from the pronunciations set 
forth in American dictionaries as preferable for the following : again, 
avenue, been, figure, lever, presentation, process, produce, program, 
progress, reptile, shone, sirnulcast, s11ggest, icere, Z. 

Finally, the re will surely be a number of words having pronunci
ation variants widely heard among educated Canadians which are not 
recorded at all in most of our imported dictionaries. Such words may 
be represeuted by the following examples : absolve / ;)b'zalv / , absurd 
/ ;)b 1Z;)rd/ , antarctic / œnt'artik/ , arctic j'artik/ , culùiary / 'k;)li,m:ri / , isth
rnus j' ISm;)s/ , jackal j' jœkdl/ , evil j'ivdl/ , f'inale / fa'néeli / , longitude 
j'l01Jg;)

1
tud/ , machination / ,méesi'nes;)u/ , maiive / mav / , official / o'frs;)l/ , 

oppressive / o'presiv/ , plenary j'plen;)ri/, 1·ecuperal e / ri'kup;)r,et/, resource 
/ ri'z:irs/ , senile j'srnarl/ , species j'spisiz / . Jf investigation shows that 
educated Canadians in large numbers use such variants as these, it is 
reasonable to assume that these forms are acceptable and therefore 
''correct '' in Canada and that they should be included in a Canadian 
dictionary. 'Vherever more than one variant is demonstrably current in 
edncated usage, these should be shown ; thus one might expect to see both 
/ 'niô;)r/ and 'narô;)r/ for neither, / 'liz;)r/ and j'lefar/ for leisure, and 
no doubt / kloz/ and / kloôz/ for clothes, although the latter form seems 
hardly enough used to merit inclusion. 

It must always be remernbered that absolute uniforrnity among 
speakers of any language is not to be expected, for differences will always 
persist from speaker to speaker and from region to region. Consequently, 
no dictionary eau be a mirror-image of the language in good use. It will 
be at best an abstraction, an attempt to indicate the current practice of 
cultivated people. This task, difficult at best, is perhaps easier in long
established countries where a national standard has come to be r ecognized, 
usually the dialect of the political, economic, and cultural heartland, 
which is usually the most populous r egion as well. In Canada, no regional 
type of speech has been overtly acknowledged as a standard. .B'ortunately, 
however, the speech of most English-speaking Canadians has much in 
common, especially from Ontario westward. Indeed, it seems safe to say 
that the type of speech in general educated use very closely resembles 
t hat of the Toronto r egion, and in view of the fact that 'l'oronto is un
deniably the centre of gravity of English-speaking Canada, it seems 
probable that this type of speech will prove one day to be the national 
standard. At any rate, the speech surveys now underway will provide us 
wi~h more knowledge about Canadian English than we have had hitherto; 
and they will make possible a r eliable general d ictionary for Canadians. 
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